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Backgraund
Experienced judgement and specialist knowledge are essential to
the proper specification; understanding and interpretation of data
and canputer analyses. The human exprt has traditionally supplied
this b l e d g e and judgement with the ccnputer doing the
necessary nhr-crunching. Howwer; artificial intelligence (AI)
research provides ways of erkdying this ktxwledge
and
judgement within cMtputer programs. Despite an early lead in the
field; UK research and developmnent into AI techniques was held
back in the 1970s hen the then Science Research Council t m k the
view that the 'ccanbinatorial explosion' of possibilities wauld be
an insumnuntable dsstacle to AI developent. But in America and
Japan research continued; and the surge of interest in the 1980s has
been a consequence of the 'Fifth Generation Carrplter' research
prcqramne initiated by Japan (Feigenbaum and McCorduck; 1984).
This
led in Europe to the SPRIT progranme of advanced
technology research; and in the UK to the Alvey programne
(Department of Industry, 1982). As a result; all sectors of
industry have been encouraged to consider how such advanced
technology can be applied; and the transport industry is no
exception.
This paper sets out to explain sane of the relevant techniques
in s k l e tenns; and to describe a number of situations in
which transport planning and operations migM be helped through
their use; illustrating this by reference to the pioneering
work going on in transport applications in the W; Britain and
Australia.

Artificial intelligence implies intelligent-seeming behaviour in
cunputers. The scope is clearly vast, including such subjects
as inage recognition, the understanding of natural language and the
control of robots.
AI research has spawned a Nmj3er of specialist languages and
tcols £or different classes of problem. The tools mst likely to be
useful for transport planning and operations are known as
expert system. Thgr involve rules and relationships devised to
express human knowledge and judgemental processes. Because

they involve the application of human knowledge to a problem;
expert systems are often rmre modestly referred to as
knowledge-based systems (m); The phrase 'knowledge-based systems'
is in principle broader than that of expert systems; since
it includes those situations in which the knawledge is readily
available; say in a m a l or a set of regulations; rather -1
in the experience of an expert.
Another
phrase
is
'IntelligentRmwledge-Based Systems' (m);which has becane the
new vague term folldng its adoption in the Alvey Report
(Department of Industry; 1982). IKBS was there defined to be "a
system which uses inference to apply kncrwledge to perform a task":
it thus implies advanced kinds of expert system.
WHAT

m EXPERT SYSTEMS DO?

Different kinds of knowledge-based system have evolved over
the years; with differing characteristics. Scme idea of the
capabilities of the systems is apparent £ran the @llowing list of
types of problem to which they have been addressed. (The m s of
sane of the pioneering systems q e given in parentheses: these
are described in rmst AI text-books)

.

- Diagmsls of disease (MYCIN): of electrical circuits
- mmwaeion of rmlecular structure (=RI&).
- W c t i m of minerals (PROSPECTOR);
- c%nfiguation of m p t e r systems (XCON);

(EL);

The new tools and techniques imply a fresh perspective on e t
is pssible with amputers by clients; users and programners alike.

~ 1 e d q e ' a c ~ i s i t i a n ' ~ ~ c z i s s ~ t i oThe
n . main advantage of an
exwrt system for a client is that it provides a way of
di&minating sanebody's experienced kmiedge or judqnt
concerning a problem to less experienced staff; or of bringing
together the experience of several different experts to bear
problem. This will not only make £or better and
on a @ex
speedier decisionmaking by the user; but also releases the
expert's time for other tasks - or ensures that the expert's skills
can be retained in the organisation when "she/he leaves. The rules
of thumb are m t obviously derived directly £ran the expert(s); but
this process can be extremely difficult and time-consuming and; in
sane circumstances; speedy system development can be facilitated by
recording the decisions made by the expert in a given set of
circwtances and then inducing the rules he is following fran an
analysis of his actions.
Even before the exprt system itself is constructed; an advantage
m y be gained by the organisation if the expert's rules of t h d
and ju-ental
values; which are usually implicit and may not at
first be recognised as such by him; are made explicit by the
process. Because they encapsulate expertise;
knowledge ac@sition
expert systens also have a useful role in training less
exprienced staff.

-

1

ti

maint-Ce.

Since the knowledge of the expert(s) and
fits tagether usually keanes apparent
onLy gradually; and indeed will change over time in the light of
experience and exogenous factors; an ;mpOrtant feature of the expert
system frm the client's pint of view is that it is easy to update
the knowledge base. Knowledge-based systems are so constructed that
the rules
a@ relationships in them are
transparent; and
readily dified.
Treatment-ofmceminty.
In real life; input data is often
inprecise either because of measurement error or because of
fluctuations in the basic data (eg one might estimate traffic flow
at 1500 vehicles/hour but it could be between 1400 and 1600
vehicles/h).
Sametimes the data is mre naturally described
qualitatively (eg a 'high' flow) rather than quantitatively. Also,
for given values of input data (no matter 17CUlr precise), there may be
several possible courses of action (or outmes)
Expert systems
can be set up to cope with both uncertainty in input data and
with uncertainty of outcane in a statistically appropriate way.
(Ebr a discussion of haw this is done see below.)

.

User-friendliness; A prime desideratum of any canputer system is
that it should be easy for the client's staff to use.
Clearly; this is particularly important if the intention is to
make the system available to nrm'specialists.
An expert
system is not in itself user-friendly: but it can contribute to
user-hiendliness by ensuring that; in the machine's dialogue with
the user; it asks only the relevant questions; is forgiving in its
treatment of mistakes; perceives inconsistencies in the user's
It
answers to questions; and checks for gaps in its awn *ledge.
can also explain and justify its reasoning on request. A good
expert system will have the user thinking it was clever e m g h to
thi& of sanefhing he/she had not thought of; but recognises as
true once seen.
~rogr~'s~~perspt?ctive.

-.engineering

Prcgramners familiar with conventional mputing £or
and transport applications will find that expert
systems
require a rather different style of approach.
Traditianally they will have been concerned
with
the
manipulation of numbers; and will probably have used the. Fortran
(or; mre recently, Pascal) language for this purpose. These
languages are fine for engineering or scientific calculations: but
they
are .rather
clumsy
at
manipulating rules
or
relaticmsliips. The AI c d t y have developed athercanputer
languages that are much better able to do this. One is LISP; which
was originally designed (in 1958) for processing lists.
E.lodem-day implementations; available W u g h such products as
W P S ; KN(XnlLEDGE CRAFT; and KEE; are very different; in that they
build powerful tcols on top of LISP. They offer much mre
ways of representing kncrwledge; as well
pwerful and easy-&use
gocd project-support environments including 'menus' and
as
'windows'.
Another main language is PROLE;
which is
designed for processing logical relationships: this is the
.-. ..

3

language adopted in the Japanese research programne for a Fifth
Generation Carputer. WPJiX provides an envircwnent within which
codes fran either of these two languages (or another POP11) can
be tied together. lhis environment provides editing facilities and
enables small chunks of code to be edited; &led
and tested
independently. SdALLTALK-80 is an example of a class of so-called
'object-miented'languages hhich are designed to facilitate problem
description by; for example; alldng a newly defined object to
'inherit' sane of the acte er is tics of previously defined objects;

-

System empments. The min conceptual developwnt involved is the
idea that, like data, the rules are separated fKxm the rest of the
program. The collection of rules is known as the know1fidge'base;
these fit into what is known as a sliell. This separation of the
a variety of ways) from the
knowledge (vhich may be representmechanism for manipulating the knowledge makes it very much easier
to introduce new rules; and to see the structural relationships
involved in the kncwledge base; canpared say with a Fortran
program to do the same job. The other main feature of an
expert system is the mechanism involved in the manipulation of
laowledge and drawing of inferences. Technically; this part of
s m of its
the expert system is kmmn as the inf&?e~~e-engine:
characteristics are described belaw.

.-

Expert systems can deal w i t h imprecision in
input data either by requirinq the user to specify probability
w2ghts for different itatis of the input variables or; &re rarely;
by the use of sophisticated procedures based on fuzzy logic.

Urnem fnt

.

..oiltm

While sane inference mechanisms are
determinisEic involving what are know as 'prdWtioti-rilleS'(of the
form 'IF A is true THEN B is true'); mst mechanisms involve
statistical procedures in order to make inferences. Thus for
example the rule might be 'IF A is true THEN B will &.true with
probability 0.7 AND C will be true with probability 0.3 ' Although
there are some alternative techniques available; each with their own
advocates (see Mandani et al; 1985);
mst expert systems use the
well-kmm statistical principle of Bayes' Theorem to nWipulate the
probabilities in the rule set so as to reach an overall judgement
of the probability of a particular objective being true.
This consistency and the appropriate weighting of probabilities
is an important attribute of such systems.

.

Expla~tion-&-description. An important attribute of an expert
system is that it can be asked to explain its reasoning. Since it
is desirable; for ease of canprehensicn; that its rules and
explanations are readily recognised, the cmgmter has an enhanced
descriptive role. The programer will therefore have to spend a
greater proportion of his/her effort cm ensuring that the
descriptive text and rules are readily understood; and that the
system is develaped in a user-£riendly way.

THE SCOPE FOR APPLYING EXPERT SYSTEMS IN TRANSPORT
-text.
A number of authors (eg Wigan; 1983; Logie and Neffendorf 1984) have
drawn attention to the possibility of applying expert systems to aid
the study of transport problems. The work reported here is the
outcane of a detailed examination of the scope for such
applications, carried out at the Institute £or Transport Studies
(ITS) of the University of Leeds. The range of applications
considered, though wide, naturally reflects the particular interests
of the Institute; others considering a breadth of transport
applications include Wigan (1985) at the Australian Road Research
Board; Hendrickson et a1 (1985) at Carnegie-Mellon University;
Pkiladelfiia; and Yeh et a1 (1985) at the University of Washingtan;
Seattle. Many other institutions are m responding to the challenge
of adapting M techniqes for use in transport applications;
particularly in the USA: this is indicatedby the way in which the
topic bubbles up in the papers reviewing new transportation research
opportunities (Boyce, 1985). References to other applications are
included below.
The following list sumnarises potential apglications of expert
that the
systems considered in the ITS project. It should be
list is arranged by type of application and therefore cuts across
the technical distinctions between different types of expert system.
Mefui~y-SptemS
- advice on regulations
travel enquiries
- route advice
advice on data sources

-

- interpretation
Design-systems
- infrastructure design
- network/junction design
- schedule design
- auestionnaire desisn
~h~itic/~rescri~%-iy~temS
- road safety systems
- road maintenance
- structures and .equipmat
maintenance
- Iderlfifieatiafl"sysem
- inventorv and condition loc-rcrinq
- autamatic identification
Cofltro1-syst&ils
- traffic dtoring and control
- air traffic control
- survey control
PoIicy~SuppaptSyStemS
- multi-criteria decision making
- treatment of uncertainty
- consistency of policy
We now consider what might be involved in each of these
applications. Because of the range of subjects cwered, the

different applications are discussed in different levels of detail;
but it is hoped this will stimulate £urther debate.
Mmiry'Systems.
The 'expertise' inherent in a successful enquiry system is the
ability to respond to an enquiry so as to provide the necessary
information as quickly as possible. This implies an ability to
tease out of the enquirer precisely what it is that he wishes to
know; to access the relevant information and to pass it on clearly
and succinctly. Of these the most difficult is the interpretation
of the initial enquiry and the decision as to what information mid
be useful. In order to provide such a service it is of course
necessary to have a sound and up-to-date knowledge of the field in
question.
Expert systems have much to contribute here hecause of their
ability to arrange their kncrwledge bases such that they 'know' the
extent of their knowledge (a concept kmwn as meta-knowledge);
because their knowledge can be rapidly &dated frcm a variety of
sources, because they can respond to questions posed in a variety of
ways; because they can respond flexibly (eg changing direction in
response to additional or anended information £ r a n the enquirer) and
because they can learn frcm experience (what is found useful in one
session may be useful in similar circumstances in a subsequent
session)
Another feature of expert systems that might m e n d their use in
enquiry systems is their ability to act thmugh a natural language
interface whether typed or even spoken. Travel enquiries have often
featured in trials of dialogue interpretation programs eg GUS
(described by Bobrow et al; 1977) but in practice the cmplexities
inherent in such systems may rule them out and leave menu selection
as the most efficient mode of dialogue (see Rich; 1983 p 334).
w r y systems can of course be designed either as a canplete
service £or lay enquirers; as training aids for novice clerks or
as reference aids for mre-or-less experienced clerks. In the
latter case it is clearly important that Che expert system is
designed to provide accurate information about canplex or
infrequently requested topics more quickly than would be possible
via more conventional means. Experience w i t h enquiry systems based
on conventional mrrpting languages and data-base managgnent systems
has sham that; despite the benefits of having the necessary
information organised in a database, the updating and accessing of
the system may be so frustratingly tedious as to lead to such
There are; of course; several types of
systems being ignored.
enquiry system - we mention only four. They range f m simple
advice systems that can be developed in a self-contained shell, to
those that inter-relate with databases.

.

An expert system ubse knowledge base
Advice-onregulations.
contained regulations (eg building or planning regulations; vehicle
constructian'and-use regulations; custans regulations) would be
relatively easy to set up since the knowledge is already dified.
In its basic form; the main advantages of such a system aver a
physical hmk of rules are the ease with dich it can be W t e d to
include new or amended regulations; and the explanations it can

pravj.de on its recmendations.
Armre anbitious system might
incorporate case study and precedence i n f o m t i m and might build up
its own case law (seeking the i n p r t a n t circumstances and antecedent
Such a system might then be able
regulations f m its informants).
to quote precedence as w e l l as regulatory justification £or its
advice i n given circumstances.
The intelligent front-end to a travel enquiry
Travel-enquiriesi
system ought to include the following features:
- optinnrm organisation of information so as to speed up the enquiry
(eg w i t h the system learning; £ran its experience w i t h previous
enquiries;
that before holiday periods a high proprtion of
enquirers are likely to be interested, in discount fares):
1 ability to deal with requests p s e d in a variety of ways (eg 'I
want t o leaveafter X'; 'I want to arrive by y' ; ' I want to travel
):
in daylight'
1 ability to
deal w i t h fuzzy requests (eg 'that trains travel
before that? ' ) :
- ability to devise sensible trade-offs (eg 'that train w i l l get
you i n a t 11 am'; ' i f you s e t off 5 minutes earlier you could get i n
a t loam' ):
- ability to explain i n an alternative format any instructions mt
h n d a t e l y understood (eg to give times in tenus of the 12-hour
rather .than 2 h o u r clock):
- ability to provide subsidiary information i f requested (eg
whether changes of platform are likely to be required).
An additional benefit of expert systems i n travel enquiries would
be an ability to cmbine data f m a variety of sources (ecj
timtables i n a variety of formats fran a variety of operators,
temporary timetable changes; special discount fares; real time
information m delayed services etc)
Our own experience a t the Institute for Transport Studies in
designing a sinple railway timetable and fares enquiry system (W:
Train Advice Leeds-Kings Cross) using a SAGE shell m a UNIX VAX
computer mvinced us of the limitations of the s h e l l ' s f a c i l i t i e s
(see K m ; 1985) and led us to propose a more ambitious system to be
develaped via the Alvey Directorate's II(BS Pivareness Ereqramne
(Software Sciences e t al; 1985)
A s a result; the TRACE Catmdty
Club has been £ormed to produce prototype enquiry systems not cnly
for public trmprt services but also for holiday and travel sales.

...

.

.

wee-advice.
A number of conventionally oonstructed route advice
systems already exist; sane for private vehicles (eg those provided
by a u t m b i l e associations for their members) and m for piblic
transport users (eg Williamson and Miller; 1981); These are based
on minimum ' cost ' path-finding algorithms and thus an amedment ( eg
to take account of temporary changes or interruptions to the
An expert system
network) is relatively expensive to incorporate.
adviser migM averthis problem by d n g cnly those routes
which it kmws to be affected by the change. Other desirable
features might include an ability to define routes according to a
variety of user-specified c r i t e r i a (eg time; distance; reliability,
avoidance of low bridges; etc) ; to define routes i n the user ' s
preferred terminology (eg 'take signs for Oxford' or '3rd l e f t ; then
2nd r i g . . ' , to provide subsidiary information i f requested (eg

.

places of interest en mute); to provide trade-off information (eg
'the route that best meets your instructions is
hanrwer; if you
are prepared to go through Basingstoke you could save 15 minutes')
and to learn f m experience (eg that people do not want to go
through Basingstokt? m matter h much time it saves!). Most of the
features can; of course; be provided via conventional software (see
for example Wootton and Brett's (1986) description of the UK
Autambile Association's new system) and it remains to be seen
whether the potential benefits of an expert system version (mtably
easier updating and learning £ran experience) are workhwhile.
muting advice for multi-dmp tours is discussed below under
'schedule design'.

...

.

Advice-on-&* 'somes Users of transport statistics have &ussed
attention on the widespread difficulty they have in &caning aware
of the existence; relevance and availability of appropriate
secondary data for a specific purpose (&Lean; 1983). Although
keyword indexing and canputerised data bases have been of
significant imp>rtance they clearly leave sanething to be desired
in their habit of unearthing either 'toomuch' or 'not emgh'. An
exprt system might be able .to mimic the ability of a knowledgable;
efficient (and patient l ) statistical sources expert or librarian to
tease out of the enquirers precisely what they wish to IcMw and to
point than to the relevant data. A propsal to prototype such a
system is currently under developent at the Institute for Transport
Studies.
~ytical-Advice~and~Ili~rpPe~fian-Systcms.

M ' i r i c e - a n - t e & i c a l - p r ~ ~ ~ e s ~ ~ o lcovering
~ i e ~ ; such matters
as choice of appropriate survey techniques,' statistical tests ar
types of d e l ; would obviously rely on precedence and established
procedures. At their simplest; such systems might appear little rmre
than a carrputerised checklist of techniques or mtkdolagies that
have been regarded as suitable in similar circumstances. Wever;
the main advantages of a m e advanced expert system w l d be that
it might probe for the determining circumstances and; in learning
d e ; might learn fKan the user's reactions to its proffered advice.
Also; the system could; on the basis of accumulated experience and
practice; take account of tradeoffs between any extra accuracy of
m e ambitious procedures atad the extra cost and data requirecents
r
which might be incurred; Clearly; the advice system could go m
than simply suggesting which techniques s k l d be used: it cmld
also give advice; if asked; on W they should be used; For
example; a session with a samplin~trategyadvice system might
hegin w i t h the user making statements on survey budget; desired
ccnfidence levels and anyEhing known on the shape of the
distributions to be sampled. The system might then ask for
additional in£ormation (eg on network configuration) before
of counts or interviews of various types to
suggesting the n&rs
be carried at specified locations at specified times. The user
might then respond on the feasibility of the suggested strategy
( £ m which responses the system could learn for future reference).

Interpretation systems. An expert system might be designed not cmly
to provide advice but, through its interface w i t h the analytical
procedures in questicm, might actually implement the advised
procedures. Thus a system advising on the choice of statistical
tests or analytical models might be designed to analyse the results
of such d e l s and hence to suggest a series of tests or models each
based on the results of the previous one. (Thus; in the transport
d
d field, a statistical test on mode choice data might suggest
that a lexicographic node choice model be run in preference to a
canpensatmy model).
Particular attractions of such a system are
that it would ensure consistency between models and the parameters/
coefficients which they share and would clearly save the analyst
considerable hours of work poring over voldnous canputer output.
It may seem a logical progression to mve frm an advice system
such as those outlined above to a system which might, without
pausing £or human intervention; requisition the data, carry out the
tests and implement the models which it thinks appropriate. Whether
this is a desirable goal must depend cm whether the 'rules' which
govern such actions can he specified. A halfway house would be an
interpretation system -hose task was just to assist the human in his
assessment of information in data-bases and in nodel outputs
(drawing his attention to the mst significant features) and which;
if designed to accept data in a variety of formats; could simpli&
the provision of information required by otherwise free standing
analytical procedures.
Design-Systems.
The design process is a canplex activity, meaning different things
in different contexts.
The outcm is
eventually
an
arrilllcgement of objects to perform a given task and meeting
certain criteria. Cmpker-aided design has hitherto embraced just
the drafting aspects of this; concentrating on the use of
interactive canprter graphics. There is considerable smp-2 £or
extending the canputer's role via AI techniques to cover the
selection and examination of alternative designs that met the
appropriate criteria (see Mostow; 1985)
Three features of expert systh that might prove particularly
valuable in analytical design system are:
- an I n t e l l i g ~ t - f P a n t - & ~ t o ~ e s ~that
l i s ~
c
o
u
l
d
l
e
t
y of
fomts:
- a readily~difidrule-base that could limit the range of
designs to be evaluated (eg through specific safety or capacity
requirements or through constraints on project budget or duration):

.

and

- ati-hterrfgait-hempew-of -~e-output~~af-aesfgn-esxereises
that could smmarise and eval-te
the important strengths and
weaknesses of particular designs.
We now consider how £our different design systems might benefit
f m n the application of expert system technology.
Inf~aseu&we-design-systems. The knowledge base for designing
infrastructure would include information on the crmpents; how they
relate to each other; what overall criteria should be met and
.-. ..

h a t measures of performance should be calculated. Examples include
bridge design (£or a pilot expert system cm which see Welch and
Biswas, l=),
car-park layout; and loading-bay configurations.
System features migM include:
- user specification of major parameters such as cost; capacity,
maximm overall dimensions, site configuratian:
- user specification of special features and constraints (eg that
it must be constructable within 6 weeks; that there is a supply of
cheap aggregate available nearby):
- draft designs suggested by the system (in learning rrade
constructive user c m e n t on the draft designs would ensure
enhancement of their standard in future applications):
- user selection of preferred design:
system requests for further information as necessary;
- produdion of final design.
Engineering calculations (eg of stress £or a bridge; or of
curvature for a road) would need to be embodied within the
overall
design prccess as would user-friendly interactive
graphics features.

-

~etmk/jmcaon-designsystems.
Such systems wnuld need to
consider not only the dimensions of space and tim but would also
have to reflect the fact that facility usage may be dependent on
the design (eg traffic £1- being affected by road network
design). Interfacing with traffic/travel demand mdels and data will
therefore be an ;mpOrtant feature of the overall system.
An example of the use of an expert system as a design aid is the
e x p r h t a l program =I
; developed at Carnegie-Mellon University
TRALI serves as a 'traffic signalling assistant' by suggesting
sequences of phases for an isolated traffic signal (ZozayaGorostiza and Herdrickscn, 1985); its expert system features are
mainly in respect of rule-based limits cm the range of permitted
designs. -er
work at Leeds is expected to develqwnt this
approach; the main advantage is that flexibility is facilitated by
having the rules in a readily rodified rule-base rather than
subsumed in the mde of mre conventional traffic signal
opthising; and sequence design programs.

.
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Routeing for a multi-drop delivery is of
course the 'travelling salesman'
class of problem. For
practitioners the problem is mqmmded with that of scheduling;
because different vehicles in the fleet have different
availabilities and capacities. In practice, schedulers are
likely to rely on empirical rules of thmb rather than on
algorithms; as these have hitherto been rather clumsy and
time-consuming to use - especially if constraints are hpsed on
the time at which drops may be made. A luurrwledge-based approach,
probably coupled w i t h algorithms; may provide a useful way of
harnessing an experienced scheduler's skills and making than
more
widely available in an organisation, if implemented on a
micro-mnputer Golden and Baker (in Boy@; 1985, p 407) and Polak
and Jessop (1986) have also drawn attention to the potential role of
expert systems in logistics.
The scheduling of buses and bus c r m raises similar issues.
In bath the public transport and the freight situaticn, the

.
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knowledge base would need to incorporate experience fran previous
practice; and knawledge of local working practices and union
agreements.
quest:tio&re-desicgn-systems.
We have considered whether there
be a role for expert systems in questionnaire design and
conclude that; to be useful; they would require the following
features:
- user specification of the items of data sought:
- system suggestion of draft questionnaire mding (drawn £ran a
the
menu of possible questions stored in its kmwledge base):
system would previously have checked which itens are to be asked of
which respondents in which circmskances:
- in learning mode; the system might invite user carmwnts cm the
f o m t of the proposed questions and their relationship one to
anather: any ccmnents being incorporated into the system's -ledge
base. The system might, if it came across a data item it had not
yet met; or if its advice on wording were criticised; ask the user
to provide a suggested wording:
- a substantial part of the system would be concerned w i t h
ensuring that the cmpment questions fit properly together: user
feedback on this would again allow the system to build m its awn
experience.
However; unless one were designing a system with highly specific
objectives (eg h to ask a questim about incane); it seas m~st
unlikely that a system could satisfactorily cope with the typically
very varied nature of questionnaires and subject matter. A system
based in conventional canputing; such as WES?MAST (Centre for
Educational Sociology, 1984); may well be a sufficiently helpful
design aid for survey documentation, ccding muals; variable
definitions and specification of statistical analyses.
~iagastic/~rescrPpf-ive-qtems .
might

The scope for simple exprt systems to advise on issues such as road
maintenance treatment and enviromtal assessment has been
indicated by several authors (see for example; Wigan 1982 and 1985:
Hendrickscn et al; 1985: Harris et al, 1985) Appropriate features
would be:
- an ability to assimilate data from a variety of sources; to
diagnose problems; preferably in advance of actual failure; and to
suggest cost effective solutions to avoid any (hrther) failure;
- calculation of the probabilities of failure/accident if given
remedial measures are (or are not) taken:
a learning m3e wherein human experts feed in rules of W;
case histories and other information:
- a kmwledge updating m3e wherein the system &tors
the
performance of its own prescribed solutions.
Examples include:
RLMd-safety-systems. The aim here would be to diagnose potential
measures.
accident blackspots and hazards and prescribe r&al
Data input might include accident case histories and site
The site
characteristics (infrastructure, traffic; weather)
characteristics data m i g h t well be continually updated fram on-line
databases. An investigation of such systems is currently underway
at Vniversity allege bdon.

.
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Raabl-maintenance-systems Data inputs for these might include
structural history (age, materials used; strata thickness; ground
conditions, previous maintenance) cumulative traffic flow (by
weight); weather mnditions and (in a sample of locations) enkeddea
instnrmentation to provide continuous data on porosity; canpaction;
deformation etc. Moavenzadeh (in Boyce; 1985; p 505)

.

lhe integration of instmtation with an-line mitoring through
the medium of expert systems has been suggested by pilot work on a
mall-scale adviser is being conducted in the Department of Civil
Engineering at the University of Leeds.

.

Struetnres and-&quip&ntmaintenance-systens
Data inputs for
these would be analocrous to those described for road maintenance
systems. Clearly systems with this remit would normally be produced
frcan within the structural and mechanical engineering fraternity.
NeverEheless; there are several examples of structures and equipment
which are particularly oriented to transport (eg bridges; rail
track; vehicles; etc) and which might warrant specialised systems.
W (1985); for example; has discussed an exprt system for bus
maintenance: the US Anny have developed an expert system for
advising on railway track maintenance.

Inventory might provide an aid to
relativelv unskilled enumerators enaaaed in inventorv and condition
ensaged in highly
surveys ?or even highly s2-dlled4&umerators
cunplex inventory and condition surveys)
They would enable the
enumerator to describe the inventory item in his own tern and the
system would then prarrpt him w i t h appropriate questions to determine
exactly what was being described and what its condition was.
The essential features of the system would be:
- acceptance of a variety of imprecise definitions in free text:
- determination of the m t significant questions so as to hane
in on the precise nature of the item being described (kit height;
colour; serial number etc):
- ability to be used on site or in the field:
- a learning m e within which fie system could learn new krms
(eg lamp standard = lamp post) and learn to accept imprecision where
precision is unnecessary (a 'yellw' light might not need to be
distinguished fram an 'orange'one for s c m ~purposes) :
- easy updating of the knmledge base to include items newly
introduced (eg a new type of road sign) or not yet met (eg an
obsolete type of traffic light); or to allow for new knmledge (eg
that concrete spalling is preceded by such-and-such a synptm).
The advantages of such a system over a decision-tree based
algorithm would be its flexibility and efficiency; but again, it is
not clear whether these advantages would justiG the extra effort
required.

.

~ t i c . i d m ~ f i c a t i o n - s y s tsuch
m
as image processing; voice
recoqnition or reoxnition of catterns £ran inductive loops are
curr&tly
being develop3 to ald the identification of classes of
even individual vehicles. They
vehicle ; items of inventory'

could each be enhanced by being linked w i t h expert systems. The
linkage between pattern recapition and IECBS is a contentious issue
of fundamental research well beymd the scope of this paper; but
even without recourse to such techniques it is clear that an expert
system muld help resolve anbiguities in the output of an autamatic
identification system. In essence such aid would amount to the
The
system saying "in the circumstances it is probably X";
circmstances in question could cover whether:
- anything is kmwn abut the pplation being &served (eg at a
previous observation pint a given mix of vehicles might have been
&served) :
- anything expcted/unexpected in the population (eg one migM
not expect to see a fire engine in a multi-storey car park or a fire
hydrant on a mtorway)
The training of such systems could obviously start by
incarpration of rules of thumb (eg local registration plates
predcminate during peak hours) and would be an on-going process
whereby the data base of contextual information linked with
successful identifications is continuously updated.

.

their use of &line
This group of applications are characterised
data to optimise the performance of a system. Thgr would derive
their knowledge of how to achieve that aptimisation f m e n d e d
fonrollae and relationships supplemented by case histories including
thcse to which they have input advice.
Traffic mnitaring-and-conWO1 is an obvious example of such an
amlication. I b s t of the 'advice'm l d doubtless best be effected
a%cxmtically (eg rephasing of signals in a UTC system) but it might
be desirable sanetimes to issue advice that could only be effected
by h m intervention (eg "check a particular stretch of road for
physical obstruction"). The data input to the expert system m l d
be most obviously via autaMtic sensors (eg flm and queue
detectors) but one can imagine an expert system which was able to
request extra items of data £ran roving h m enumerators in order
to assist in the resolution of a given problem (the system might;
£or example; request that the length of the queue at a certain
uninstrumented junction be measured or that a sample count be taken
at a location where the autcsnatic cxxmter is defective). The
decision to request such information; just like any decisions made
by the expert system; would be based on its desire to optimise the
performance of the traffic system subject to the costs of so doing
being l w r than the probable benefits to be derived. Tkis again is
an area where an expert system that could learn from its own
experience and the constructive c m s of human experts would be
particularly helpful.
Air-€raf£ic-colitroI has so far attracted mre attention as a
possible subject for using AI techniques than has road traffic
control; In the USA; proposals to develop advanced autanation
systems £or air traffic control include new capabilities (known as
AERA) for erGroute detection..andresolution of control problens:
these will provide the controller with additional
planning

information and the optional autanative features; bath to
help in the near-term (within 20 minutes) and 1onger:term
time
horizon (Elsaesser et al; 1984).
Though the AFBA proposals do mt explicitly envisage the
use of AI techniques; their potential is being investigated
through sane experimental systems. In presentations at the 1986
Meeting of the USA Transportation Research Board; possible
applications of AI helpful to air traffic control were identified
as:
detection of collisio&risk
situatim ; suggestion of
collision-avoidance muevres: prevention of aircraft build-up:
provision of advance information on aircraft myemmts: management
of displays: -advice on flight service procedures: checks on
equipment safety; assistance in training; and detection of freak
weather conditions.
A pilot example of the first of these; collision a~idanCe;
was developed by the MITRE Corporation. KMUiln as AIRPAC
(Adviser for Intelligent Resolution of Predicted Air mflicts) ;
this considered conflicts between just tm aircrafk; and involved
four succesive stages: problem de-sition;
tactic selection (the
kernel o f the system): tactic developnent: and manoeuvre parameter
selection. The Lincoln Laboratory have develqped a system
for detecting wind-shear patterns fran weather radar. In the UK;
the Civil Aviation Authority is considering the application of IKBS
techniques to flow regulation (to minimise delay); and to the use of
shared air-space
Notwithstanding these developwnts; it seems unlikely that expert
system technology will canpletely replace the h m air traffic
controller; if only because of the suspicion that no filly
autanatic system will be as able as a human to cope w i t h the
unpredictable. Expert system technology is; bwever; likely in due
course .to provide valuable decision aids;

.
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C ~ 'be linked to &line

data collection
devices or might have data transmitted to it periodically fran data
loggers in the field. With this infoxmation it would be able to
calculate distributions and variances and; knowing the desired level
of precision for given data itens; would then issue.advice as to
what extra data ought to be collected here and when. ,Useof the
system would then ensure minimum waste of survey effort. Much of
tkis could; of course; be achieved by conventional mnplting but an
expert system might be better able to act on contextual information
such as werall project budget; site conditions; possible tradeloffs
between the desired precision of-different data items; marginal
costs of extra data collection etc. The advice system might learn
how to deal with this contextual information by receiving
constructive caments hran h m experts on its suggested actions
and by nonibring the success or otherwise of its own suggestions.

Exprt systems can in general be regarded as decision aids; and
there is a rapidly developing literatwe on their applicatim in the
context of decision support systems. We include here just three
examples of haw they might assist in a policy support role.

p
involves assessing the relative value
of options which are described in terms of multiole criteria - a
two alternative routings for a new road might give quite different
benefits in terms of time savings; accidents, enviromtal effects;
etc. An aid to such decision making might be provided by an expert
system which; on the basis of previously logged decisions or of
trade-off exercises set by the system; could devise the most
appropriate way of cmhining the different criteria. Trade-off
exercises might involve the user being asked to rank or score
various packages of attributes or; mre directly; to specify tradeoff values (eg a 1% reduction in road accidents is of equivalent
value to a 2% increase in journey time). Such a system wrxlld mimic
the procedures currently reccmmnded by professional decision
analysts.
Advice on €he-treatment-of-uncertaintyin forecasting or appraisal
might be particularly useful. The system might calculate a e net
costs and benefits of a series of possible outcanes and then; having
ascertained the policy maker's attitude to risk on the basis of
direct questions or by deduction f m his past decisions; would
advise on the optimal decision. Clearly much of the benefit of such
a system might be obtained f m conventional canputing (why has it
not been done?) and it is perhaps only the ability to deduce the
decision maker's attitude to risk £ran his past decision that is
characteristic of an expert system (although even this might be
achieved via mre conventional techniques).
by
Mvice-on-& C ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ y ~migM
~ fnot
' always
p o ~be~welcaned
~ y
a policy maker but he might accept it mre readily fran a machine
than f m a human! A systemmight well be developed to investigate
past policy decisions and deduce values put on various items (eg the
value of ccmtnuter travel time; of human lie, of clean air; of
Once this has been done the system might either
aesthetics & c ) .
suggest what decision on an outstanding question would be consistent
with earlier decisions or migM point out inconsistencies between
the propzsed decision and earlier ones. The system might seek the
reasons for such apparent inconsistencies and hence update its
kmmledge base. Thus it might say 'the proposed decision implies a
much higher value on human life than any previous decision, do you
mean this to be the case and if so how do you justify it?'.
DISCUSSION

The successful application of AI and expert systems techniques
in transport; and indeed in any applied discipline; will depend m
the ease w i t h which transport professionals adopt and use the
techniques for themselves. Unfortunately; there are at present
several barriers to understanding such systems. The jargon is
most off-putting; there is a l& of it; several terms may be used
%r the same thing; and the same term may mean different sings to
different people. Cancepts are *f ferent; and the way of
thinking about a problem is different. Illustrative material often
seems trivial or irrelevant.
Fortunately; a n m h r of texts are b e d g available to help deguidance on sane of these is given
mystify and explain the subject:
.<. ..
in the Appm5.x.

In course of time the techniques will probably became as much a
part of the amury of tools as statistical methcds are m.
However; unlike statistical methods; familiarity with the tools
cannot be acquired in isolatim fjran the canputer. The ways in
and relationships are
which the canputer represents -ledge
intrinsic to the tools; and this means that their successful
adoption will require much dedicated effort.
The basic concept of embodying human rules of t h d and
exprt judgement in a m p t e r program is straightforward to
grasp but difficult to apply. It is all too easy to fall into the
trap of expecting too much of an expert system. Expert systems have
outperform4 hcdMns only for v*
strictly defined tasks. &@re
often thgr are able only to mimic the m ' s performance in a quite
restricted part of his damain of expertise.
Many of the early expert system shells came about simply
by stripping out the original -ledge
base f m n a given expert
system. For . example; the shell EMYCIN came fKm MYCIN (here
" E 1 ' = " ~ y " ! ) . It is important to realise that a shell designed £or
m e purpose may be quite inadequate for another. In particular;
sane of the shells treat uncertainty in a quite simplistic manner.
In sane fields in civil engineering; such as mtruction and
building; regulations provide rich scope for straightforward
applications of exprt systems using relatively simple shells
on micros. They thus provide a gaod Mustry;wide starting
point for familiarisation w i t h what such systems can do; Similarly
sinple transport applications; on the other hand; are rather
restrictive in their appeal and the transport applications we have
identified above are likely to be rather demanding of expert system
technology. In this respect we do m
accept d'Agapeyeffis
(1984) conclusion that "simpler expert systens are practical" for
mst applications of interest in the transport sector.
Serious transport applications will place several d d s on the
developers of expert system technology. Forem3st; given the
importance of number crunching in most transport applications; must
be the development of systems or languages that are much better
able to integrate the handling of numbers w i t h rules and
relationships. Secondly; since systems fall into &suse if cruder
but quicker techniques will suffice; expert system technology needs
to be speededl.up: not only for realltime applications such as
traffic dtoring and control; but also m e generally; But
perhap the greatest challenge facing the developers of
expert system technology is to improve the systems' ability to
learn fram their exprience in being used. Several times in
our list of transport applications we have suggested that this
ability is particularly beneficial:
but it is a strange
anaraly of the artificial intelligence field that; Ulough
simple
applications of such 'autanated learning' processes
can be found in m s t intrcductory AI texts and even programned in
Basic for hane micros; the introduction of autmated learning
techniques in serious applications is extremely difficult; and
generally not provided £or in current software tools;
Alongside the need to develop expert system technology itself;
is the need to develop the man-machine interface via enhanced
dialcgue facilities. It i s . . similarly necessary to develop the
skills and procedures £or acquiring the knowledge W t is to be

built into the system. This need lies at the heart of any exprt
system; but surprisingly little progress has been made i n
the development of systematic kncxriledge acquisition methodologies
£or reviews o n which see Welbank; 1983; and Bourne and
Sztipanovits; 1985). One bplication of this is that the developwit
system should not be left solely to an expert
of an ex&
system specialist: general kmwledge of the subject will be
important in identifying the right sort of questions to ask; of whan
and in what order.
htpert system technologies provide the tools to enable a wider
range of problens to be tackled (or to enable a given problem
to be tackled more ccanprehensively). The goal must not be to
produce "expert systfms" er-$@:
but rather to prcduce systems in
w h i c h exprt system tools are used for what
are good at;
and algorithmic procedures used £or whatare good at. Arg\nnents
as to whether m e should use 'shells' or 'languages'; or whether
the eventual program is worthy to be called an expert system or
not; will eventually be seen to be rather sterile. Expert system
technology will in the end d y be thought useful if edxdded in an
approach that confronts the whole of a problem; E& just part of
it.
Whatever
the end product be called; the need remains
£or practitioners and clients to b e m better acquainted w i t h
what expert system methalo1ogy can do; and £or their analysts to
becane well versed not only in what it can do; but lvrw
different tools contribute to doing it. The developnent of
pilot; but not trivial; demsnstration projects should contribute
significantly to this end.
APPENDIX: SOME m m R Y SOURCES
Tne need to de-mystify and explain the subject of artificial
intelligence and expert systems is m m being addressed at
become
greatly
several levels. Hane canputer users have
interested in the techniques; partly perhaps because sane of
the AI techniques (such as text collpression and search procedures)
are exploited in the advanced adventure games rrrw available. This
has resulted in a variety of easy-to-use introductory sources cm
the subject, covering not only books (eg Naylcor; 1983) but also
1986) and useful; though
viewdata-based user groups (MI-T;
saneujhat limited; implementations of LISP and micro-PROKG an hane
micros
At a m e serious level;
there are a
nmhx
of
introductory articles in journals £or specific applicatian
areas; see for example our own report (Wheatley; 1904) £or
transport; and Hinde (1985) for Oprational Resear&.
Several good
text boolcs are available describing the essential background to and
nature of the subject: see for example Rich (1983) and Bonnet
(1986).
r
those wanting to get the feel for ccmnercial expert
systems, sane 'starter packs' are now available; ranging f m
those that cape only w i t h production rules to those that
incorprate scaled4mm versions of c~rmercial systems:
that
issued £or the Alvey Directorate (1904) by the National Ccsnpting
Centre contains tihat Wigan (1985) describes as 'crippled'
versions of Expert-Ease; %P Adviser and Micro-Exprt; and Micro

.

Useful reviews of m y of the leading expert system shells
can be found in Allet a1 (1985) and Wigan (1985): -S
details can also be obtained £mthe Institute an request. A
useful catalogue of a wider range of artificial intelligence tools
is given by Bundy ( 1986)
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APPENDIX A

LIMITATIONS OF

SOME

EXPERT SYSTEMS SELLS

This review of some limitations of expert systens shells refers to
those that were available in 1984 and 1985.

The desire for sinplicity and l m cost have produced systems that
are too inflexible and lacking in generality to be of practical use
in contexts for which they were not specifically designed.

e^mle&se^s-

(eg SAWIR; SAGE) have insufficient
expressive potr~er for knowledge about objects that have ocmplicated
st;rudures &d relationships- For exampie; whilst it is pssible to
express inherited characteristics via S-1e
rules; this mid
require a lot of rules; and make processing slow. More appropriate
methods of representation would be with frame-based or object-based
systems.

The iductiive-system EXlW-EASE requires that the data conforms to

deterministic than stochastic rules. This inability to allow
for data error or model error in inferring rules is a fundamental
drawback. Even without that problem; the validity of the decision
trees produced is questionable, and the inability to modify them
undesirable.

Standard forward/bac~ chaining tehiques are not sufficient.
In backward chaining; for example; one typicallyhas to say %hi&
goal is to be evaluated first: in forward chaining one may want to
branch out.
Sane shells provide extra control facilties over the flow of
investigations.
Emever; these extra control structures are
generally tca rigid; being able to cope w i t h limited problems; but
hopeless for others. For example; one may want to change goals in
mid-stream (eg; to arrive by 1500 on a train with a restaurant car;
instead of by 1200): in SAGE (for example) one would be forced to
start again.

is often ccnfusing
The fixed £ormat for questions and user pr-s
and easilymis-interpreted by the user. For example; displaying a
statement and asking 'is this true?' is often not a very natural way
of replying; especially if n&rs
are involved. Entering answers
on part of the screen renote £ran the question may also be
-. .

confusing.
(For example; for a railway track maintenance advisory
system; the US Army's Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
found it necessary to replace the 'front-end' to =P Adviser by one
that was easier t o use).
Most reponses can cnly be accepted i n simple t e r n ; like 'Yes/Nol; a

single keyword; integer numbers; menu selection. Even tailoring the
system to one's own preferred simple r&h& is usually hqmssible.
Ffather than these simple methods; it is often m r e natural to want
to provide several pieces of related information a t once: this
implies the ability t o enter several keywords; perhaps with numbers
as well (eg Leave by llam; 1st class).

Two types of explanation facility are needed; but often cmly me is
provided.
These are "why I am asking you this" type; and "h
I
reached this m l u s i o n " type.
Only the l a t t e r needs to list the
rules that have been triggered; and such lists are often difficult
to canprehend.
Ways of sumarising these rules clearly and
concisely are needed.

Interfaces t o two kinds of software are needed: to the language in
which the expert system is written; so that it can be enhanced: and
to other; m r e conventional languages;
usually for numeric
calculations.
The follaving limitations are apparent:

-

no interfaces a t a l l in saw shells
awkward mechanisms for establishing the linkages and
invoking the externalmdules (eg i n SAWIR one has to
invoke the interrupt mechanism)
restrictions on the data types that can be passed between
the shell and the external d u l e s (eg mst pass d y
integers:
SAGE; though it can link to a Pascal program,
can d y pass real nmbers to it)
restrictions on the ability to use the numbers passed £ran
the external program (eg S A s h a s to use the number
imnediately: it cannot be stored).

The main conclusion to be drawn is that the aperational requirements
for an expert system field t o be well specified;
and the
characteristics of the shells available to be w e l l described; to
ensure that a shell is suitable for a given task.
The early shells
do not s e e m w e l l suited to operational tasks.

